Flashlight
Inclination and Gamma @ Bit
Steer your way into the pay zone. Real time data at the bit!

FEATURES
● Signal strength measurement
● Adapts to any motor type
● Tri-axle Accelerometers/Magnetometers
● Continuous at bit inclination measurement
● Vibration at bit measurements
● Temperature at bit measurement
● Works in oil and water based muds
● All information is real time and memory recorded
● Em short hop

BENEFITS
● 12” bit to sensor
● Reduced doglegs
● Optimized well placement

APPLICATIONS
● Geo Steering
● Casing point selection from at bit measurements
● Steering in formations with dipping beds

SPECIFICATIONS
● Length: 0.86 meters or 34 inches
● OD: 4.75”, 6.5”, 8”
● Sensor accuracy inclination: +/-0.25 degree
● Gamma: 0.25 CPS
● Temperature: 150°C/300°F
● Battery Life up to 190 hours
Inc VS Inc @ Bit